Supplementary Figures
. Effect of air gaps in Λ= 278nm gold wire woodpile stacks Figure S2 . Effect of air gaps in Λ= 139nm gold wire woodpile stacks Figure S3 . Absorption/scattering of single Au wire gratings on PS films with glass substrates Figure S4 . Simulated electric field distributions in unit cells of infinite woodpile stacks Figure S5 . Extracted refractive index, permittivity, and permeability of Λ= 278nm gold woodpile structure Figure S6 . Extracted refractive index, permittivity, and permeability of Λ= 139nm gold woodpile structure Fig.S4(b) ]. The degenerate polarization modes at each energy show periodicity in the field in both the vertical and lateral directions, confirming 3D metamaterial behaviour for these woodpiles. Figure S5 : Extracted refractive index, permittivity, and permeability of gold woodpile structure, extracted from the S-parameter simulations of reflection and transmission, for the 8-bilayer samples with Λ z = Λ x,y = 278nm. Polarization is TM (field across top wires) and TE (field along top wires). In this retrieval the presence of the substrate was taken into account. Note that the effective parameters are plotted for wavelengths smaller than 1000nm, where the structure behaves as a metamaterial (i.e. an effective medium). The black lines use an effective dielectric permittivity model 3, 4 for the gyroid and assume a magnetic permeability of 1 (solid = Re, dashed = Im).
Supplementary

Supplementary Figure S6:
Extracted refractive index, permittivity, and permeability of gold woodpile structure, extracted from the S-parameter simulations of reflection and transmission, for the 8-bilayer samples with Λ z = Λ x,y = 139nm. Polarization is TM (field across top wires) and TE (field along top wires). In this retrieval the presence of the substrate was taken into account. Note that the effective parameters are plotted for wavelengths smaller than 700nm, where the structure still behaves as a metamaterial (i.e. an effective medium). The black lines use an effective dielectric permittivity model 3, 4 for the gyroid and assume a magnetic permeability of 1 (solid = Re, dashed = Im).
In Supplementary Figures S5,S6 a retrieval method was used to extract the refractive index for the graphs above. To account for the presence of the substrate attached on the woodpile metamaterial, the retrieved electromagnetic parameters for the structure is derived, improving existing methods , 5, 6 . The effective impedance ( eff ) and refractive index ( eff ) of the metamaterial are given by: , is an integer, is the thickness of the metamaterial sample, and the reflection and transmission in complex format, 1 and 3 are the impedances of the two media enclosing the metamaterial slab. The choice of branch for ( eff ) and the choice in signs are determined mainly by causality, which enforces that ( ) > 0 and ( ) > 0. The effective electric permittivity and magnetic permeability of the metamaterial are obtained through eff = eff / eff and eff = eff eff . Since the reflection and transmission for the two polarizations are different, the effective impedance retrieved from each polarization is different. This is due to the fact that the last wire of the woodpile, which is excited differently from each polarization, touches the substrate, changing the reflection from this interface and hence affecting the retrieved value of the impedance. The effective refractive indices from the two polarizations are however very similar.
